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Meeting data
residency
requirements

Make the important decisions about where you keep your files

Comply with regional

Workshare-approved or

Select locations at an

regulation

private storage

individual level

To meet data residency requirements, you need to be able to

Select data storage locations by individual user –

choose where files are stored.

To give you maximum flexibility, you can select at an individual

With Workshare, you can stay compliant with regional

level where files are stored.

regulations by storing files in a secure location that makes

Choose a Workshare-approved location or your own location –

sense for your business and the individuals who work in it.

You can choose from a selection of Workshare-approved

Offices in London, New York and Sydney? No problem.

geographic locations, or choose your own private or onpremise storage solutions.

We have a secure, Workshare-approved geographic storage
location for you. If you prefer though, you can keep all your
files, and the data in them, on your own private or on-premise
storage locations.
Workshare offers flexibility over where you store the files you
create and share.
Global clients who have offices in multiple regions can store
data in distinct regions for regulatory, customer policy and

Local storage is
available globally

performance reasons.

No matter where you’re based globally,

Your data storage strategy can be defined at an individual

Workshare can offer you a secure local data

level, assigning users or groups of user in different

storage option.

geographies to multiple Workshare-approved locations or
your own private/on-premise locations. Any new file or
versions of a file uploaded will then be stored according to the

For more information or to discuss your data

place that’s been specified.

residency needs, call us:

The Workshare data residency option means you can select
different storage locations for individual users, giving you
greater flexibility while ensuring compliance.
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